To: Governor Lamont, Senator Looney, Rep. Duff, Rep. Osten
From: John Weidner, 37 Salem Rd., Wilton, CT
Date: February 28th, 20019
Re: SB 738, SB 457 and SB 874

Dear Sirs:
Before you fool rush ahead with you misguided bills, perhaps you should study the experiences of
other states that attempted to “save money” and solve education quality inequities by combining
school districts (see below). The results have been abysmal. Further, if you want to learn about why
communities will fight to avoid consolidation, you should have just come out to the FCIAC Semi Finals
games Tuesday night and seen the crowd size, the scholl pride and parental pride of seeing their kids
come out and play their hearts out for their team. That’s what your bills will also destroy.
If you are serious about solving the State’s fiscal woes that the legislature and pass governors own,
then maybe you should consider some serious proposals as outlined in the CONNECTICUT
COMMISSION ON FISCAL STABILITY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH FINAL REPORT. I am sure
you know it and but if you don’t shame on you!! Do the right thing and move onto other more
practical and less disruptive solutions!
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In South Carolina, as in other states around the nation, school district consolidation is a perennial
theme.
This year, in addition to the usual bill to force consolidation by county, state leaders are promoting
possible financial incentives to encourage district and school mergers, including leveling teacher pay for
districts that consolidate and funding construction for schools that agree to merge.
Consolidation is always a convenient talking point, far easier in every state than tackling hard decisions
about adequately funding districts in poor areas. It’s important to realize, though, that while mergers may
serve the interests of some districts, what’s good for some isn’t necessarily right for all. As an abundance

of research shows, consolidation is not the financial panacea its proponents imply, nor is it necessarily in
the best academic interest of many of our state’s students.
The primary appeal of district consolidation is saving money, based on the theory that larger districts
operate with greater economies of scale, freeing resources that can be used to improve education.
In the real world, the financial benefits of consolidation are far from clear.
In a comprehensive review of consolidation efforts across the nation, researchers in Colorado found that
actual costs ran the gamut of possible outcomes, from moderate savings to substantial cost increases. In
some consolidated districts, operating costs declined, but those savings were partially or mostly offset by
increases in capital costs. In other districts, overall costs declined initially but returned to higher levels
over time.

Some districts, moreover, reported higher expenses both immediately and over the long term. Increased
costs in these districts resulted from more capital outlay, higher transportation expenses, upward salary
adjustments for teachers and equalized educational opportunities across schools, among other factors.
In cases where smaller districts merge with higher-growth districts, taxpayers might find themselves
paying debts incurred for new buildings and other improvements, increasing the cost of education
without receiving much of the benefit.
Most reviews of contemporary consolidation efforts conclude that the great waves of consolidation in the
first two-thirds of the 20th century produced most of the efficiencies possible. The National Education
Policy Center’s review echoes this finding: “The consolidation strategy seems to have reached the point
at which markedly diminished returns should be anticipated,…suggesting caution for policymakers
pursuing consolidation in the hope of cutting costs.”
If the financial upside to consolidating districts is murky, the risks are not disputed.
While consolidation proponents claim that district consolidation doesn’t always mean school
consolidation, the practical outcome of district mergers is that smaller schools often close. Without
meaningful savings at the district level, efficiency efforts naturally target schools with smaller or declining
enrollments.
The effect of this pressure is evident in Arkansas, where lawmakers forced consolidation of small
districts in 2004, pledging to merge administrative functions but keep schools open. By 2015, according
to the Arkansas Rural Community Alliance, 98 schools had been closed.
There are obvious and important implications for rural communities when schools close. Small
communities without schools have significantly less population growth than other small communities,
along with lower housing values, poorer municipal infrastructure, wider gaps between rich and poor,
more poverty, more welfare dependence, lower per capita income and fewer professional, managerial,
and executive jobs.
But school closures also may most heavily impact the very students South Carolina needs to better
serve. Studies have shown a number of adverse effects of school consolidation on students in general,
but on low-income students in particular.

In Mississippi, West Virginia and Arkansas, school consolidation has meant longer travel time, less athome time, lower rates of participation in extracurricular activities, and lower rates of parent participation
in student education and school governance.
It has also meant lower achievement for low-income students. Nationally, research consistently shows
that small school size is associated with greater individual attention for poorer students, higher
graduation rates, higher achievement levels and smaller achievement gaps compared with higherincome students.
A 2003 study confirmed this correlation specifically for South Carolina schools. Size was not associated
with achievement at the elementary school level, but in middle and high school, higher-income students
did better in larger schools, while low-income students did better in smaller schools.
Whatever legislators might wish, the research clearly shows that there is no effective one-size-fits-all
approach to school and district organization.
As a study issued by the Department of Education earlier this year suggests, districts can achieve much
of the efficiency we all want through collaboration, as many smaller districts already are doing. But
consolidation works best when communities want it. Decisions about formal district and school
governance should not be mandated by the legislature for the purpose of saving money; they should be
carefully considered by the communities affected, based on the particular needs of their students.
Most of all, we need to recognize that there is no easy answer to the challenge of high-poverty students
in high-poverty schools, no magic substitute for investing more in low-income populations. If we are
serious about improving education, South Carolina’s leaders should be focused on the hard business of
equalizing funding and increasing opportunities for students in whatever schools are best able to meet
their needs.
Scott Price, Esq., is executive director of the South Carolina School Boards Association a non-profit
organization that serves as a source of information and a statewide voice for boards governing the
state’s 81 school districts.

